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belongs, in logical order, to the Boer War, which is treated in the 1895-1899
next chapter, its consideration will here be postponed.	ge
The divergence, both of outlook and policy, between Lord Rose-
bery and Sir William Harcourt had been, even before the General
Election, growing-more and more acute. Asquith came, in later
years, to be clasafed as a Roseberyite : but during the life of the
Liberal Government this bias, if it existed at all, was by no means
marked. mu^l of the friction arose (so far as its origin lay, in
policy and not in the character of the two men) from Harcourt's
demand as a condition of leading the Commons with Rosebery as
Premier, that Foreign Office papers should be laid before him before
decisions of any importance in foreign policy were taken, a demand
which was, in Harcourt's view, not complied with. Asquith charac-
terised the demand at the time as entirely reasonable, and has
recorded that in controversies between the leaders, arising from
this and other sources, he sided on more than one occasion
with Harcourt (Memories and Reflections, Vol. I, p. 137). But
if Rosebery claimed or exercised a freer hand than this under-
standing warranted, Harcourt was not slow to retaliate in
kind and to overstep, to an extent which no Prime Minister
could be expected to endure, the limits imposed by party
discipline and personal courtesy. Such at least was Asquith's
considered view, embodied in a note in the diary he kept at this
time:
" Arnold Morley had urged that R. has no producible case against H.:
nor perhaps has he, The full case can only be known to colleagues,
by all of whom it is felt to be irresistibly strong: the public only
suspect."
It was not surprising, in the circumstances, that Harcourt,
during the General Election of 1895, refused to follow his leader's
marching orders. Lord Rosebery issued the mot d'ordre for an
attack on the House of Lords. Sir William in effect ignored it.
After some perfunctory references in the opening speech of his
campaign at Derby to this issue, he devoted the remainder of %it
to such topics as local option while Morley descanted to the
electors of Newcastle on Home Rule. "Whether the party would
have fared better if all the lieutenants had followed the Prime
Minister's lead is an open question: but the action of the free-
lances, supervening on previous slights and provocations, ex-
hausted the patience of Lord Rosebery. On 12th of August he
. communicated to Harcourt his "irrevocable decision" not to
mfcet him in Council any more. On the same day he sent to
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